Capability
Statement

Ridgemont is an established, boutique
law firm with offices in central London
and Bristol that specialises in real
estate and construction law within the
corporate and commercial world. We
represent exciting clients at the cutting
edge of their industries that have the
same enterprising ethos as we do.
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Introduction
We are a specialist law firm that likes
to think of ourselves as an extension of
our clients, who can be called upon at
any time to provide valuable advice.

We pride ourselves on the clarity,
promptness and straightforwardness
of our response and always offer
pragmatic advice.

Our work ranges from negotiating
agreements, drafting contracts,
resolving disputes and helping
businesses in commercial matters.

Understanding your requirements,
objectives and operating environment
is important to us, therefore, we
listen and take time to understand
your commercial objectives.

Our lawyers handle both contentious and
non-contentious matters and provide
a range of specialist and bespoke legal
services, for the construction, engineering
and real estate sector. We have particular
expertise in dispute resolution.
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Introduction
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Why choose us
As the individual responsible for legals in
your business, you want clarity, certainty
and responsiveness from your lawyers.
We understand the stress of having to deal
with problem tenants, getting construction
contracts over the line and dealing with
disputes. More than that, as specialists
in the sector, we understand the other
stresses and strains that you are under.
Ridgemont’s expert specialist lawyers,
trained at multi-jurisdictional law firms,
have a huge amount of experience.
Our lawyers deal with real estate and
construction matters every day.

Construction Law
We’re experts in all areas of real estate and
construction law, but it’s in our specialism,
adjudications and High Court proceedings,
that we stand out, bringing calmness
and legal clarity to what are frequently
highly charged emotional issues.
We’ll handle the whole thing for
you. Paperwork, preparation and
appearances – we do it all. We’re on
your side and here to help you.
So, if taking the pain out of your legal
issues appeals. If getting back on top
of things makes sense. If certainty and
clarity replacing confusion is what you
seek – then we should be talking.

At Ridgemont we specialise in advising
on all aspects of construction, real estate
and engineering related matters. Our team
bring a commercial perspective to both
contractual and dispute related issues,
enabling you to find an effective solution
in the most cost-effective manner.
Our solicitors provide bespoke,
construction law advice structured
to help you achieve your business
goals. We specialise in helping both
businesses and individuals; developers,
contractors and sub-contractors.
Our specialist practice can help
with all aspects of contentious
and non-contentious matters.

We can offer a range of advice across:
> Joint ventures
> Option Agreements
>	Construction contracts, sub-contracts
and ancillary documents (including JCT,
ICE, NEC, SFA, ACE, APM)
> Professional appointments
> Collateral warranties
>	Bonds and Parent Company/
Personal Guarantees
>	Construction disputes (adjudications,
arbitrations and Court proceedings)
> Planning disputes
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From ad hoc technical advice to advice
on complex contracts and important
projects, our solicitors have all the skills
and experience to offer practical, costeffective and workable legal solutions.

Construction Disputes

Capability

For further information please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
construction-law-solicitors

Capability

Common types of claims arising in
construction projects include:
>	A contractor claiming against
the employer for delay or a
change to the scope of works
>	A professional consultant
claiming against the employer
for non-payment of fees

If a dispute arises, our team has in-depth
experience and will work with you to
bring or to defend a claim, whether that is
through Court proceedings, arbitration,
adjudication or other alternative
dispute resolution procedures.

>	The employer claiming against
a professional consultant for
negligence in the design or a failure
to properly supervise the works
>	The employer claiming against the
contractor for delay or defective works

Construction Disputes
When construction disputes arise, it
is vital that you have commercially
acceptable, swift and definitive resolution.
We provide our clients with prompt,
clear and commercial advice to tackle
construction disputes head-on.
With any development, the intention
is for the project to run as smoothly
as possible from the outset, with
parties hopeful that the works will be
completed on time and to budget.
However, projects do not always go
according to plan. The construction
industry has a reputation for attracting
disputes. Variations may be requested
by the employer or works may become
necessary because something unforeseen

is discovered on site. Preceding works
may be delayed holding up your package.
Projects are bound to run into some
form of variations and delay, which
often results in disputes arising.
We act for claimants and defendants
in adjudications, arbitrations and
High Court proceedings.
We act for stakeholders at every level
of the supply chain, advising a range
of developers, contractors and subcontractors. We understand that time,
money and resources are critical
to our clients’ businesses and we
work with them to achieve the best
legal and commercial outcome.
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Construction Disputes

Whether bringing or defending
a complex construction claim,
quality legal advice is essential.
Whatever the size or nature of the dispute,
our breadth of experience ensures that
we can help you achieve the best possible
outcome, with a strategy that is tailored to
your specific commercial circumstances.
The possible ADR processes
available to construction disputes
are mediation; adjudication;
arbitration; expert determination
and court proceedings (litigation).

Each possible method has advantages
and disadvantages and so it is
advised to speak to an experienced
construction solicitor as soon as possible
so that they considered in turn.
>	Adjudication
>	Arbitration
>	Expert Determination
>	Litigation
>	Mediation
There are a number of methods of
resolving disputes in the construction
sector. It is important for both employers
and contractors to understand their
options, and to ensure that contracts in
which they enter contain appropriate
dispute resolution clauses.
For further information please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
construction-disputes
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Construction Contracts
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Construction Contracts
Our team of construction contract
specialists are hugely experienced experts
in their fields. We provide practical and
effective solutions in respect of drafting,
amending or negotiating contracts.
There are a range of contracts that are
used in the construction and engineering
industry. If there is any complexity about a
project, there will often be comprehensive
negotiations and considerations to
take into account, right up to the
completion of the project and beyond.
All contracts need to be clear
and comprehensive so that the
complex relationships between all
parties are properly managed.
We can provide legal advice in
relation to negotiating, drafting
and amending of construction
contracts of all forms, including:
>	Bespoke construction contracts
>	FIDIC
>	JCT
>	NEC
>	Construction Joint Ventures
>	Construction/Building Sub-Contracts
>	Pre-Construction Services Agreements

Capability
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Construction & Commercial

Corporate & Commercial
We can also advise on parallel contracts
such as bonds, guarantees and warranties
that are usually involved in major projects
and must be drafted to precision to avoid
unnecessary risks, these include:
>	Collateral warranties
>	Parent company guarantees
>	Performance bonds
>	Retention bonds
We have the experience needed to manage
and deal with a wide range of contractual
issues, including responsibilities, funding
terms, payment terms and conflict
resolution criteria. We also have a sound
understanding of how courts and third
parties may interpret contract terms and can
give you practical advice, not legal jargon.
We can also advise clients on:
>	Breach of Construction Contract
For further information, please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
construction-contract-solicitors

Supporting businesses in the
Construction & Real Estate sector is
at the core of our business. Our expert
team of solicitors provide specialist
advice for clients across the country.

We are involved with all aspects of the
construction and property industry and
we can help with a range of matters.
Areas we can assist with include:

We act for and help a wide variety of
clients including developers, investors,
landlords, entrepreneurs, contractors and
sub-contractors in delivering construction
and property development projects.

>	Option agreements

No two construction projects or property
transactions are the same. Our team will
advise you on the options and then guide
you through the process step by step whilst
taking a proactive and creative approach
to problem-solving when needed.

>	Bespoke commercial contracts

>	Finance agreements
>	Joint Venture agreements
>	Mergers & Acquisitions
>	Shareholder agreements and
director service agreements
>	Employment contracts, director services
agreements and staff handbooks
For further information, please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
commercial-construction-real-estate
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Landlord & Tenant
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Landlord & Tenant
At Ridgemont, we have a wealth of
expertise and knowledge, built up over
many years of acting for both residential
and commercial landlords and commercial
tenants. Tension between tenants and
landlords is not uncommon, but in
some cases, you will need the advice
and support of a legal professional.

Our team also advises landlords on
agreements for lease (including prelets), leases, lease renewals, assignments,
authorised guarantee agreements,
licences, rent deposits and surrenders.
We mainly act for commercial landlords,
property managers, investors, developers,
and commercial tenants. However,
we also regularly act on matters
relating to high value prime Central
London houses and apartments.
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Planning Disputes

Planning Disputes
We offer expert advice on a broad range of
landlord and tenant issues, including:
>	Breaches of covenant
>	Claims on title
>	Commercial rent arrears recovery
>	Contractual advice on leases and licences
>	Dilapidations and disrepair disputes

We offer advice to both professional
landlords and commercial tenants
in relation to a range of disputes.

Capability

>	Disputed lease renewals
>	Exercising break clauses
>	Forfeiture
>	Lender possession claims
>	Recovery of rent and service
charge arrears
>	Rent reviews
>	Service of notices
>	Tenant insolvency – rights and remedies
>	Termination of leases
>	The interpretation of leases
For further information, please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
landlord-and-tenants

When planning disputes arise, it is vital
that you have an effective, early and
successful resolution. We provide our
commercial and private clients with
swift, clear and commercial advice to
tackle planning disputes head-on.
Our planning law solicitors advise a range
of private organisations, developers,
landowners and investors on all aspects of
planning law, particularly where a dispute
has arisen or where litigation is required.
Applying for planning permission to the
Local Planning Authority can be a stressful
experience for commercial developers and
private clients. In support of a planning
application, we advise on Section 106
Agreements, Highways Agreements
and CIL, to help increase the chances of
planning permission being granted and
to avoid delays in the planning process.
Local Planning Authorities from time to
time make unlawful decisions. We can
challenge those erroneous decisions
through the Courts, seeking to get them
overturned. If you are unhappy with a
planning decision made by your Local
Planning Authority, we can advise you.

We also advise on a variety of planning
enforcement matters, including
enforcement investigations, the service
of planning notices, and prosecutions
brought by your Local Planning Authority.
Our team regularly deals
with and advises on:
>	Judicial Reviews and other
High Court Challenges
>	Certificates of Lawful
Development (CLDs)
> Section 106 Planning Obligations
> Section 278 Highways Agreements
> Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
> Protected Trees
>	Planning Enforcement
Investigations & Prosecutions
> Maladministration Complaints
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Planning Agreements
Commercial Planning Matters
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Planning Agreements
Planning Agreements, such as Section 106
Agreements and Section 278 Highways
Agreements, set out a variety of obligations
and promises to the Local Planning
Authority, which the landowner/developer
(and their successors in title) are bound by.

For commercial development, typically
a Local Planning Authority will require
a Section 106 agreement, in particular
in respect of affordable housing
requirements and contributions towards
local infrastructure. We can negotiate
with the Local Planning Authority
on your behalf. We also advise on the
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL).
Refusal of planning permission can lead
to delays and loss of profits. If planning
permission is refused by your Local
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Debt Collection

Debt Collection
As planning law solicitors, it is our role to
ensure that your interests are protected
when you enter into such agreements.

Commercial Planning Matters
There can be certain restrictions on
planning and development, such as in
conservation areas, on green belt land,
where there is a restrictive planning
condition in place or an Article 4 Direction
in force. It is therefore important to
understand what is, and what is not,
allowed before engaging in the planning
process or commencing any development.

Capability

Planning Authority, and you have been
unsuccessful in appealing the refusal to the
Planning Inspectorate (PINS), then we can
advise as to a possible High Court challenge.
At Ridgemont, we advise commercial
developers on what to do when a Local
Planning Authority is threatening to
take enforcement action or has served
an enforcement notice, stop notice or
a breach of condition notice. In some
cases, there is the option to appeal such
notices, which we can advise on. If you
have already appealed an enforcement
notice to PINS, and if the appeal was
unsuccessful, we can advise you on a
possible legal challenge in the High Court.
For further information, please
visit our website: ridgemont.co/
planning-dispute-solicitors

Let us help you improve your cash flow by
chasing down debts. By issuing aggressive
letters before action compliant with the pre
action protocol for debt claims we can often
procure payment without the need to take
matters further. If we do, we can either issue
a statutory demand or file a Court claim.

We have deep experience of small
claims, County Court and High Court
claims and are able to offer alternative
fee arrangements to make litigation
affordable. We are also able to advise
on the negotiating and enforcement of
settlement agreements and payment plans.

We have experience of handling petitions
for bankruptcy and winding up and advice
on debtor petitions. We are also acutely
aware of the obvious repercussions to your
business in the event of an insolvency
event and that’s why maintain cash
flow is so important. We can seek the
appointment of High Court bailiffs to
recover debts and work with a tracing
partner to locate debtors that go off radar.

We usually only take on debt claims
of over £30,000, but please do speak
to us about your circumstances.
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Our work
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Our work

Our work
Our work includes acting for large retail
developers, employers, contractors, subcontractors and professionals. Members
of the firm have acted for parties in all
manner of large construction projects in the
pharmaceutical, technology, healthcare,
education, leisure, hotel and engineering
sectors, advising on construction and
engineering contracts, warranties, bonds,
guarantees and professional appointments.
Ridgemont specialises a wide range of
construction, engineering and general
contract and commercial advice,
including JCT and other standard
form building contracts, bespoke
contracts, warranties, bonds, guarantees
and professional appointments.

To see a list of some of our clients
and testimonials, please visit the
final section of this document.

Example matters

Example matters

Negotiating a resolution
Engaged by an employer whose national
main contractor had walked away
from a multi-million pound art gallery
project midway through the work. The
contractor claimed that there was no
contract, and that they were not liable
for delays and defects in the works.

Handling an alleged breach of contract
Engaged by a sub-contractor working
for a utility company on a multi-million
pound term contract. My client had
been thrown off the contract for an
alleged serious breach of contract.

Agreeing a bespoke settlement
Representing a main contractor who had
been engaged to build a co-housing village
under a Standard Form Management
Contract selected by the design team. This
contract was completely unsuitable for how
the parties actually intended to work, and
was in itself causing problems and disputes.

Forming a new sub-contract
Advising on the terms of a private finance
initiative sub-contract worth over £10
million, in particular identifying very
high risk terms and conditions.
Recovering significant management costs
Acting for a sub-contractor and recovered
over £500,000 for management costs
incurred as a result of delays on the job.
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Team
John Wallace
John Wallace is the Managing Director
of Ridgemont. He graduated from the
University of Liverpool before qualifying
at Nottingham Law School in 2005.
He went on to spend three years in the
London and Paris offices of Eversheds.
For more than 10 years, he has advised a
range of stakeholders in the real estate and
construction sectors on contentious and
non-contentious matters. He conducts
adjudications and high court litigation
on behalf of developers, contractors,
sub-contractors and other participants,
with a pragmatic and ‘thinking outside
the box’ approach to settlement.

John has advised on matters relating to
subsistence, liquidated damages claims,
extensions of time/delays and a range
of other matters. He has a great deal of
experience in advising clients on propertyrelated fraud. John has been published
in numerous journals and magazines.

“…superb and thorough work. I don’t think
I have had such assistance with written
evidence; both ours and theirs before.”
Graeme Sampson, Lamb Chambers
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Team

John Starr

Alex Standish

Andrew James

Cecilia Stenanelli

John specialises in construction and
engineering disputes, with experience
in defects, extensions of time, loss
and expense, delays, practical
completion, defects liability period,
adjudication, litigation, arbitration,
mediation, JCT, NEC, technology and
construction court, claims, projects,
experts, professionals, PI, professional
negligence, architects, engineers, QS,
construction professionals, contractors,
employers and building contracts.

Alex is in the enviable position as
having been managing director of
a main contractor business for ten
years, before training as a solicitor at
national firm Wragge & Co (now part
of Gowling WLG). Alex moved to Veale
Wasbrough in Bristol and was quickly
made Partner. In 2002 Alex set up his
own practice, Standish Associates, which
was acquired by Ridgemont in 2020.

Andrew has over 25 years’ experience
of handling a wide range of private
company and business sales and
purchases, joint ventures and a very
broad range of corporate and commercial
advisory and contract work. He
qualified as a solicitor in 1987 and has
been a Partner at two regional firms.
Andrew is adept at quickly identifying
commercial issues and priorities, gets
to the root of complicated issues and
provides pragmatic strategic advice.

Having gained her combined BA and MA
Degree in Law at Università degli Studi
di Padova in Veneto, Italy, and gone on
to achieve a Graduate Diploma in Law at
London’s BPP Law School, Cecilia joined
Ridgemont in February 2020. With a focus
on property and construction litigation,
multi-lingual Cecilia also works to expand
Ridgemont’s already thriving Italian desk.

Graduating from King’s College London
in 1986 and going on to achieve his Msc in
Construction Law and Dispute Resolution
there in 2015, John was Senior Associate
Construction Lawyer for Dentons for 15
years before setting up his own consulting
firm. He has also been a columnist for
the Property Law Journal since 2010.

“John has an excellent in depth and hands
on knowledge of all construction legal
matters and comes highly recommended.”
Malcolm Cleaver, Managing
Partner, Peter Brett Associates

Technically excellent, Alex’s sector
experience enables him to grasp issues
quickly and provide clear, pragmatic
advice. Alex always seeks to ensure
swift, personal service, informed
advice and cost-effective solutions.

Andrew works closely with clients, to
understand all aspects of their business
and looks to add value at an early stage of
transactions, by anticipating and preventing
problems and identifying opportunities.

“I have worked with Andrew on several
occasions when Andrew was acting for
various investors on a wide range of
deals... Andrew is very conscientious, has
very strong lawyering skills, is intelligent,
enquiring and perceptive, and adds value
to any deal. We have always been very
pleased with his service and are happy
to recommend him.” Graham Payne,
Finance Director, McGee Group Limited

Before joining Ridgemont, Cecilia worked
as a trainee solicitor in the commercial and
property departments of a leading Italian
firm advising Italian corporate and private
investors on doing business in UK and
investing in the UK real estate market.
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Anna Bilkis

Tim Seal

Anna studied law at the London School
of Economics, obtained a Masters
degree in law from King’s College,
London and a Ph.D in law from the
London School of Economics.

Tim has spent nearly 20 years advising
all parts of the construction supply
chain. Tim has worked for some of the
largest commercial law firms in the UK,
before becoming a consultant. He joined
the Ridgemont team in December 2020
adding huge experience and know-how.

Prior to joining Ridgemont, Anna
worked for a boutique law firm. Then
becoming an inhouse lawyer at a
property fund where she assisted in the
management of a £20,000,000 claim
against a tier 1 contractor and project
management of the redevelopment of
a well-known London landmark.
Being a member of the construction team,
Anna is heavily involved in high value
construction adjudications and litigation
including matters relating to professional
negligence, payment of a notified sum,
liquidated damages claims and delay.
Anna has worked with clients based in the
UK, USA, Germany, Israel and Australia
and is experienced in advising on multijurisdictional matters. Anna speaks
English, Russian and Hebrew fluently.

Tim focusses on dispute resolution
and has advised clients on all of the
different contract forms that you find
in the construction industry. Tim
also carries out a lot of advisory work.
He has an excellent knowledge of all
suites of standard form domestic and
international contracts. Tim has advised
both public and private sector clients.
Tim has published articles in specialist
media, sat on legal know how boards and
presented numerous talks and seminars.

Team
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Testimonials

Testimonials
“Ridgemont advised us on potentially high
value litigation regarding one of our real
estate assets in the UK. They provided us
with firm, consistent advice, which resulted
in settlement being achieved and any risk
associated with the proceedings being
avoided.” Marco Bigi, Navy Group SRL

“Ridgemont have advised us on a number
of matters and provide straight forward,
accurate advice in a way that is easily
understood. They are currently advising
us on on-going legal proceedings and we
feel safe in the knowledge that they have
it under control.” Ziad Mir, B-Line

“Ridgemont continue to advise us on a
number of matters. They are responsive,
detailed in their work and commercial in
their approach. Ridgemont are currently
acting for us on a dispute with a subcontractor. They have provided great
advice and we are confident of obtaining
judgment and costs in our favour with their
guidance.” Paolo Zechini, Segmento

“Impressive real estate and construction
advice. Pragmatic with an eye for detail.”
Aldo d’Aponte, Arbitrage Group
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Testimonials

“John has assisted me on a number of
recent litigious legal matters. Often, the
results he has achieved have exceeded
my expectations. His advice is always
comprehensive and professional. The
Ridgemont team are very client-orientated
and efficient in time and fees. I will
continue to instruct John as a legal partner
and adviser.” Silvia Lenzi, Property Agent

“Ridgemont have advised us on a number
of matters, including commercial disputes,
corporate advice and issues regarding
our lease. We are a global company
and they are always available. John
Wallace, in particular, is able to take
on board commercial considerations
more than any other lawyer we have
used.” Amit Jain, Total IT

“Ridgemont acted for us on an adjudication
and subsequent enforcement in relation
to a dispute with a developer. We won
the adjudication, but the developer did
not pay us. Ridgemont used some lateral
thinking, put pressure on the developer and
procured payment prior to enforcement
proceedings having to be initiated,
which saved us time and money. We
regularly use Ridgemont and trust in their
expertise.” Tim Carpenter, Firmitas

“Ridgemont are sharp and
commercially minded lawyers who
cut to the crux of the issue quickly and
efficiently.” Raj Nayyar, Fix Flo

Ridgemont acted for us when we were on
the periphery of complex litigation relating
to a property transaction. They provided
advice along the way and achieved our
goal at the end of the proceedings. We
were really happy with them.” Charles
McDowell, Charles McDowell Properties
“Ridgemont are advising us on a
number of matters. They are responsive,
commercial and provide great advice.”
Sameer Ahuja, APC Developments

“I have been impressed by their ability to
understand the detail of each transaction
and utilise their commercial acumen
to resolve matters professionally and
diligently. In addition, they are able
to relay the legalities in a transparent
and comprehensive manner hence
why I choose to appoint them.”
Dominic Wertheimer, Lornham

“Ridgemont are well connected deal
makers.” Neil Fryer, Hummel UK
“Impressive real estate and construction
advice. Pragmatic with an eye for detail.”
Aldo d’Aponte, Arbitrage Group

Contact John Wallace
07843 476 418
johnwallace@ridgemont.co

+44 (0) 203 909 9590
24 Greville Street
London, EC1N 8SS
ridgemont.co

